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Abstract
Executing traditional Message Passing Interface (MPI) applications on multi-core cluster balancing speed and
computational efficiency is a difficult task that parallel programmers have to deal with. For this reason, communica-
tions on multi-core clusters ought to be handled carefully in order to improve performance metrics such as efficiency,
speedup, execution time and scalability. In this paper we focus our attention on SPMD (Single Program Multiple
Data) applications with high communication volume and synchronicity and also following characteristics such as:
static, local and regular. This work proposes a method for SPMD applications, which is focused on managing the
communication heterogeneity (different cache level, RAM memory, network, etc.) on homogenous multi-core com-
puting platform in order to improve the application efficiency. In this sense, the main objective of this work is to find
analytically the ideal number of cores necessary that allows us to obtain the maximum speedup, while the computa-
tional efficiency is maintained over a defined threshold (strong scalability). This method also allows us to determine
how the problem size must be increased in order to maintain an execution time constant while the number of cores are
expanded (weak scalability) considering the tradeoff between speed and efficiency. This methodology has been tested
with different benchmarks and applications and we achieved an average improvement around 30.35% of efficiency
in applications tested using different problems sizes and multi-core clusters. In addition, results show that maximum
speedup with a defined efficiency is located close to the values calculated with our analytical model with an error rate
lower than 5% for the applications tested.
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1. Introduction
The increasing use of multi-core processors in High Performance Computing (HPC) is evident in the top500
1, in which most of today’s clusters are set up with multi-core architecture. However, the increase in complexity
and the hierarchical communication architecture present on these multi-core clusters create significant programming
challenges which have to be managed carefully if programers wish to harness the inclusion of more parallelisms inside
the nodes [1], [2]. The parallel programmers have to deal with some architectural characteristics, such as: number of
cores per chip, shared cache between cores, bus interconnection, memory bandwidth, communication congestion, etc.
[3]. All these elements are becoming more important for programmer to consider, in case that application’s scalability
and efficiency want to be improved [4].
The multi-core nodes integrate a homogeneous computation architecture, which in some cases are composed of
2, 4, 6, 8, etc., cores by chip processors. However, a node can include several chip processors creating a small high
speed parallel machine inside the node. Nevertheless, these nodes have to be analyzed as heterogeneous when we are
1TOP500: a list which provides a rank of powerful parallel machines for HPC on the world, www.top500.org
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Figure 1: Mapping and execution of SPMD applications on a Multi-core cluster
working with applications that have a very high communication frequency between parallel processes. The commu-
nications between cores in these architectures use a hierarchical communication architecture that uses different paths
and speeds to perform the communication processes inside the node [5], [6], [7]. For example, the parallel processes
in a multi-core cluster can communicate using the cache memory or main memory for communications inside the
node (Intercore and Interchip communications), or using the local area network to perform the communication with
another process located in another node of the cluster (Internode communication). This communication architecture
can create unbalanced issues that seriously affect the application performance, especially those applications which
have a very coupled behavior (Figure 1).
Performance metrics that are commonly used to measure, such as: execution time, speedup, computational ef-
ficiency and strong and weak application scalability are all seriously affected. All these metrics are influenced in
different ways due to the degradations and load balancing problems generated by the communications links [8].
Another important aspect to consider is that many MPI applications have been designed without considering the com-
putational architecture characteristics. An example is the monocore nodes, where the communication processes were
homogeneous and most of them have to be updated in order to take advantages of multi-core architecture.
A parallel paradigm which is seriously affected when executed on a hierarchical communication architecture is the
SPMD (Single Program Multiple Data). This paradigm is focused on executing the same program in all processing
elements but using different sets of tiles [9], [10]. However, many SPMD applications share data between parallel
processes and their communications can be a very big problem, especially when we have applications very well
coupled, such as: application of finite differences, fluid dynamics, weather models, econometrics models, etc., all
of which have to communicate tiles between MPI processes in each iteration. Hence, a SPMD tile is computed in
a similar time due to the homogeneity of the core. However, the communication processes among neighbors are
performed using different communications links depending on the location of the SPMD processes on the multi-core
clusters. These behaviors may cause serious delays in tile synchronization when these applications are executed on
multi-core clusters.
An example of this problem is illustrated in Figure 1. The example shows us an SPMD application where each tile
communicates with four tiles. As we can observe, this application needs to repeat a set of iterations but the iteration
i + 1 depends on the results obtained in the iteration i. In this sense, the tiles are divided and assigned to each core to
start the computation. Then, the computation processes have to wait until the slowest communications link finishes
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receiving its information to start the new iteration. These delays are due to the tile dependencies on the code. In some
cases, the communication speed between MPI processes can vary in an order of magnitude for the same data packages
depending on the link.
To solve these inefficiencies, we have developed a methodology which includes an analytical method that allows
us to manage the communication latencies using some characteristics of each SPMD application over the parallel
machine (e.g. computation and communication tile ratio). This method permits us to determine a relationship between
scalability and efficiency. The objectives of this method are addressed in two analytically directions. The first one
is to find the ideal number of cores needed to obtain the maximum speedup with a certain level of efficiency defined
by the programmer (maximum strong scalability point). The second one is to determine how the application problem
has to be increased in order to maintain an execution time constant while the number of cores are expanded (weak
scalability), using similarly a defined level of computational efficiency.
An approach of our method for solving the inefficiency issues is the definition of a Supertile (ST). A ST is a
grouping of tiles divided into two types: internal tiles (IT), in which communication processes are made in the same
core, and edge tiles (ET), where communication processes are performed with tiles allocated to other core. This
division allows us to hide the communication effects. This is done using an overlapping strategy in which the internal
tiles computation is overlapped while the edge tiles communications are beging executed. This approach permits us
to mask the inefficiency with more computational execution. However, defining a correct size of the ST that makes
a tradeoff between efficiency and speedup on multi-core will be solved using an analytical calculation, where we
will obtain the ideal number of cores to execute and the size of the ST that covers all the inefficiency generated by
communication links.
All these groupings and overlapping processes are summarized in a methodology, which is composed of four
phases: the characterization (which analyzes the application and environment), the tile distribution model (which de-
termines analytically the number of tiles (ST size) and number of cores that accomplish our objective), the mapping
strategy (which defines the distributions of tiles (ST assignation) over cores), and the scheduling policy (which de-
fines the execution order of assigned ST). The success of this methodology is due to the fit between the multi-core
environment and the deterministic behavior of the SPMD applications.
This method has been tested with different benchmarks and applications over different multi-core clusters com-
posed of between 16 to 4096 cores and the results show an improvement average of around 30.35% in efficiency
over applications tested with an error rate lower than 5%. The experimental evaluation makes it clear that in order
to achieve a tradeoff between speedup and efficiency on SPMD applications, we have to manage the communication
heterogeneities of the multi-core clusters.
This paper is organized as follows. A discussion of the related work is defined in section 2. Section 3 explains
how an SPMD application behaves on multi-core cluster. Section 4 describes the methodology for efficient execution
of SPMD applications on multi-core clusters. Next, section 5 shows the experimental validation, where the results
obtained by testing with different applications on different multi-core clusters and the improvements obtained in the
performance is illustrated. Finally, section 6 summarizes the main contributions.
2. Related Works
Improving the performance of parallel applications is a challenge. For this reason, there are different approaches
that help us to understand how the multi-core environments behave when we are executing parallel applications. An
approach has been developed by Kayi [11], which evaluated the memory latency for a set of multi-core architecture
and how these latencies affect the parallel applications. The latency analysis is very important because memory
hierarchy is part of the communication paths used by MPI, when SPMD applications are running on multi-core. As
mentioned before, the inclusion of multi-core nodes has brought more parallelism within the node. In this sense,
this parallelism has permitted developing a set of techniques in order to take advantage of the computational power
of these multi-core clusters. A particular method has been developed by Liedbrock et al [12], where he defined a
method to create a performance model for hybrid SPMD applications (MPI/OpenMP). The main focus of this work
was to improve three main performance metrics: adaptability, fidelity and scalability. To achieve his objective, he
applied mapping and scheduling strategies based on the multi-core characterization. Similarly, our approach has
been designed using characteristics of the application and environment in order to apply the mapping and scheduling
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strategy. The difference of our approach is based on hiding the communication effects of the MPI-SPMD applications
using the overlapping technique, which allows us to improve the performance metrics.
Another methodology that obtains a considerable improvement in the performance on multi-core cluster was
presented by Vikram [13]. The main goal of this work was focused on developing a strategy that permits programmers
to map tasks into reconfigurable architectures. This work uses a mapping strategy which allows us to execute and to
obtain the maximum speedup under a specific configuration. However, our approach attempts to obtain the maximum
speedup but by using a defined efficiency constraint. This scenario permits us to achieve an efficient and faster
execution on the hierarchical communication architecture.
However, designing an efficient methodology in communication heterogeneous environments is a challenge and
this has been demonstrated by Bearmount et al [14]. This work was oriented towards finding the best allocation of
processes in communication heterogeneous environments. It centered on designing a method to minimize the com-
munication overhead and it determined that obtaining efficient strategies for data allocations is an NP completeness
problem when heterogeneous networks are used. In this sense, there are studies that evaluate the communications
issues on multi-core clusters with the aim of improving them [15], [16]. These researches have proposed strategies to
manage the communication issues presented on multi-core clusters using a multi thread implementation but the main
idea of our approach is to manage the inefficiencies generated by MPI messages using two threads, one for computa-
tion and the second for performing the communication. These threads will allow us to apply an overlapping strategy
and minimize the communication effects of SPMD applications on multi-core clusters [8].
In order to achieve performance improvements on multi-core clusters, our method integrates a mapping and a
scheduling strategy. In this sense, we have analyzed different studies focused on distributing tiles between MPI
processes. Some of them were based on improving the speedup of the parallel applications [17] [18] and others that
are focused on enhancing the computational efficiency on multi-core clusters [19], [20]. However, we are including in
our method a mapping technique that can combine both performance metrics (speedup and efficiency). This mapping
allows us to manage the communications effects properly, considering the different communication links present on
multi-cores. It will assign the amount of tiles necessary (grouped in a ST) to each core with the aim of applying an
overlapping strategy to minimize the communication effects.
On the other hand, there are different scheduling strategies defined for SPMD applications. Some of them have
been proposed to be used on mono-core architecture where there are not any internal communications [21],[22] and
others scheduling techniques were focused on multi-core architecture [23], [24], [25]. The main idea was to find a
suitable scheduling policy, which integrates parallel applications designed using pure MPI and multi-core architecture.
To design our scheduling technique, we analyzed and evaluated the model defined by Panshenskov et al [23] and we
chose some characteristics of this work, such as: tiles division in blocks, asynchronous communications, computation
and communication overlapping. Additional to these characteristics, our scheduling process permits us to make differ-
ences between tiles using a priority assignment execution order. This process is carried out with the aim of executing
the edge tiles first and then overlapping the internal tile with the edge tile communications. These characteristics,
together with the tile distribution model and the mapping strategy designed, allow us to obtain a minimization in the
communication overhead. The combination between the characterization, analytical model (tile distribution calcula-
tion), mapping and scheduling techniques and using overlapping strategy allows us to create a novel method which
improves the efficiency, speedup and scalability of the SPMD applications on multi-core clusters.
3. Execution of SPMD applications on Multi-core clusters.
As was mentioned, the hierarchical communication architecture present on multi-core clusters can create imbal-
ance issues between processes. In this sense, this research considers the parallel applications, which are designed to
use the MPI library for communications and the SPMD as a parallel paradigm. This paradigm is one of the most
used in HPC. The characteristics of SPMD applications can vary depending on the purpose of the application. In this
sense, this research studied SPMD applications considering the tile dependencies synchronicity, where tiles have a
specific communication pattern, which does not depend on the MPI process assignation itself. We perform a similar
approach to the bulk synchronous parallel (BSP) method which was established by Valiant [26], [27]. However, we
have excluded the barrier synchronizations of the BSP model which create a MPI processes synchronization. This has
been excluded with the aim of minimizing the MPI communication imbalances.
Additionally, the SPMD applications used to apply the method have to accomplish the following characteristics:
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• Static: Parallel application defines the communication process at the beginning of the execution and it is main-
tained during all the execution.
• Local: Applications that do not have collective communications
• Regular: Communications are repeated for several iterations.
• Multidimensional: Applications with N dimensions.
In addition, SPMD applications present a specific communication pattern, which can be integrated by two, four,
six, or more bidirectional communications depending on the application purpose. These communication patterns are
established at the beginning of the SPMD application execution and are kept until the end of the application. For this
reason, we have to manage the communication imbalance of the multi-core architecture because it can create dramatic
inefficiencies in the parallel execution that will be repeated throughout the application’s iterations.
For example, there are a set of benchmarks and applications of different fields that accomplish these characteristics
defined before. An example of these benchmarks is the NAS parallel suite in some of its programs (e.g BT, MT, SP)
[28]. Moreover, there are applications where the heat transfer application, Laplace equation, wave equation model,
application of fluid dynamics such as mplab to solve Lattize Bolztman problems, etc. may be mentioned. All these
applications are seriously affected by the imbalance generated by different communication paths.
Figure 2: SPMD application behavior on multi-core cluster
An example of this inefficiency is illustrated in Figure 2, where SPMD tiles are executed in a similar time due
to the homogeneity of the cores, but the communication processes are done using different communication links and
each link has its own speed and bandwidth. These waiting times are translated into inefficiency for the application
and these inefficiencies seriously affect the performance. Hence, the idea is to create a group of tile respecting the
communication patterns and then it is to execute them into the multi-core cluster. For example, Figure 2 illustrates
the behavior of a SPMD application which will be repeated a number of iterations and during this repetitive process
we have to exchange information between tiles (most of them located in different cores) and then to compute the tile
distribution which is the set of tiles assigned to a specific core. In our case, we measured the efficiency as T1/(P∗T p),
where T1 is the execution time on one processor and T p is the execution time on p processors.
3.1. Efficiency and Speedup of SPMD applications on multi-core clusters
This work looks for suitable strategies in order to determine how the SPMD tiles have to be distributed and
executed on the multi-core clusters. In this sense, we have proposed to develop a strategy using an overlapping
technique, where the communication effects are hidden by the tile computation.
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Figure 3: Supertile and relationship between efficiency and speedup
The ST is formed by two types of tiles; the internal and the edge. This division allows us to create an overlapping
strategy as is shown in Figure 3, where edge tiles are computed first and then the internal tiles are executed together
with the edge communications. However, we can present three possible scenarios (Figure 3). The first one assigns
more internal tiles that the edge communication time required. In this case, we have an efficiency of around 100%
but the speedup could be improved (computation bound scenario). The second scenario assigns fewer internal tiles
than edge communication time required. In this case, the efficiency could be improved (communication bound). The
last scenario is the ideal case which our method attempts to find, where the edge communications and the internal
computation tile have similar performing time. In this sense, the speedup is increased because greater amounts of tiles
are allocated to each core and the efficiency is enhanced due to the communication effects being hidden by the internal
computation.
To find an ideal ST size, we have formulated an analytical problem, in which the ratio between computation and
communication of a tile has to be found using all the communication levels integrated in the multi-core architecture
tested. This relationship is found using a characterization of the machine and the environment. Then, a problem size
defined by MxM of an SPMD application will be decomposed into N ST of size KxK tiles, where K represents the
nth root of the ideal ST. This ST calculation will be explained in detail below with the analytical model calculation.
3.2. Efficiency and scalability of SPMD applications on multi-core clusters
Another important performance combination is related to the scalability and efficiency. However, the term scala-
bility in HPC is divided in two different definitions; weak and strong scalability. Weak scalability is considered when
the problem size and the number of processing elements 2 are increased with the objective of achieving a constant
time-to-solution for larger problems and computational load per processor stays constant [29][30]. On the other hand,
strong scalability is established when the problem size is fixed and the processing elements are increased. The goal of
this scalability is to minimize the time solution [31]. Hence, scalability means that speedup is roughly proportional to
the number of processing elements.
To apply both scalability concepts implies increasing the problem size (number of tiles per problem) or maintaining
the problem size fixed. In both cases, if we wish to maintain a linear scalability, we should consider the ratio between
computation and communication of tiles among different communication links presented on multi-core clusters. In
this sense, the analytical model to calculate the ideal ST can be used in two directions with the aim of finding the
maximum strong and weak scalability using a defined efficiency.
This combination of efficiency and scalability is performed by each kind of scalability (strong and weak). For
example, the strong scalability is applied to determine the maximum number of cores needed to maintain the relation-
ship between a defined efficiency and the maximum speedup. This optimal value allows programmers to determine
the maximum number of cores that can be used for a specific problem size. On the other hand, the weak scalability
2For this work the processing elements are defined as the number of cores used to execute the SPMD application
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Figure 4: Strong and Weak scalability analysis using a defined threshold of efficiency
combination is performed with the aim of finding the ideal value of the ST in order to increase the application prob-
lem size using the ST size calculated as an input of the execution. In this sense, the problem size will be increased
according to the number of computational resources available on the system.
An illustrative example of both scalability objectives can be detailed in Figure 4, where in the first graph (strong
scalability) the behavior of the speedup is shown, when we are setting the problem size and we are increasing the
computational resources. In this case, its can be detailed that speedup grows linearly, while the internal computation
is bigger than the edge communication (computation bound). On the contrary, when the communication starts to be
greater, the efficiency begins to drop considerably. The second part of Figure 4 illustrates the behavior of using a
defined ST size on the execution time. When we start to increase the problem size in the same proportion of the ST
calculated, the execution times remain constant. In this case, we can observe that efficiency value is constant and the
speedup grows linearly.
4. Methodology for efficient execution of SPMD applications on multi-core clusters
This method has been developed with the aim of finding two main objectives. The first one is focused on achieving
a suitable solution with the objective of obtaining the maximum speedup with a defined efficiency (strong scalability)
and the second target is based on obtaining the ideal ST size in order to increase the application problem and the
number of core but maintaining the execution time constant under a defined level of efficiency. In order to achieve a
faster and efficient execution, the method has been divided in four phases (Figure 5).
A characterization phase, which is focused on performing an application and environment analysis with the aim
of obtaining application performance parameters over a specific multi-core architecture (application and execution
environment). These parameters obtained (computation of a tile, communication pattern, communication delays, etc)
are inputs that will be used in the analytical model.
The second phase is integrated by an analytical model called the tile distribution model. Here, the ideal size of
the ST and the number of cores needed to maintain the tradeoff between efficiency and speedup using the relationship
between internal tile computation and edge tile communications are all calculated.
Next, the mapping phase is focused on assigning the ST calculated to each core, where we assume that more tiles
can be added than core present on multi-core cluster. The assignation is made though an affinity process that allows us
to minimize the communication effects through the slowest communication path. This mapping permits us to properly
manage the workload imbalance caused by different communication links.
Finally, the scheduling phase has two functions, one of them is to assign tiles priorities with the aim of calculating
first the edge tiles and then, the internal tiles. The second function is focused on controlling the overlapping process
between internal tile computation and edge tile communication. At the end, these phases allow us to handle the
latencies and the communication imbalances in order to improve the performance as was explained initially in [32].
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Figure 5: Methodology phases for obtaining an efficient execution of SPMD applications on Multi-core clusters.
Figure 6: Communication pattern analysis with PAS2P.
4.1. Characterization phase
The main objective of this phase is to evaluate the tiles of a SPMD application into the multi-core environment.
This evaluation finds the computational and communication time relationship of a tile in all the hierarchical com-
munication architecture included on the multi-core cluster. These values will give us a ratio between computation
and communication that will be used on our model. The characterization parameters are classified in three groups:
the application parameters, parallel environment characteristics and the performance user needs. Then, we evaluate
computation and communication behavior of SPMD application with the aim of obtaining the parameters with the
nearest relationship between the machine and the application.
The application parameters offer the necessary information of the application characteristics, such as: problem
size, number of tiles, iteration numbers, communication pattern, communication volume of a tile, data distribution.
Moreover, these parameters allow us to determine, for example, if an SPMD communication pattern of a tile has
been designed to communicate with two, three, four or more neighboring tiles. Moreover, an SPMD application
can consider different distribution schemes, for example one-dimensional, two-dimensional block, column based and
unconstrained. In addition, we have to identify which part of the code makes the iterative part. In some cases,
SPMD applications are real kernels that are used in real applications and we can apply this method partially or totally
depending on the application characteristics.
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Figure 7: (A) Communication characterization and (B) Computation and communication ratio
Another important element is to find the communication pattern (source and destination of the package) and
volume (size of the message sent). In this sense, we have used a tool called PAS2P (Parallel Application Signature for
Performance Prediction), which allows us to know the behavior of the SPMD-MPI application making a signature of it
[33] [34]. This tool gives us the communication pattern that is a key step in order to know the communication behavior
of the application. The values obtained using PAS2P allow us to obtain information about the communication, which
is saved into a communication matrix. This matrix has the the message order according to the MPI processes. An
example is illustrated in Figure 6, where we can observe how an application with four communications patterns is
analyzed.
The next analysis is related to environment characterization, which consists of evaluating the behavior of the
SPMD application on a specific multi-core parallel machine. This process is done in two steps. Firstly, we analyze the
hierarchical communication architecture using the pattern obtained with PAS2P in order to evaluate the communica-
tion time of a tile into each communication path. This analysis is performed using a tool that uses the same concept of
the ping-pong communication tools, but in this case our tool takes into account the communication pattern in order to
give us more precise results about the communication architecture (Figure 7). As can be evidenced in Figure 7 part A,
the communication time in all the paths have different communication times for specific packet sizes, where in some
cases we can obtain differences which are around one order of magnitude depending on the path used and the packet
size sent.
This characterization is achieved using core affinity. For this reason and in order to respect communications order
of the MPI processes in both steps: the characterization and the execution of the SPMD applications should use the
same core affinity policy.
Then, we have to evaluate the computation time of a tile. The parameters obtained allow us to establish the
communication and computational ratio time of a tile inside of the hierarchical communication architecture. These
relationship values will be defined as λ(p)(w), where p determines the link where the communication of one processing
tile to another neighboring tile has been performed and w the direction of the communication pattern.
λ(p)(w) = Commt(p)(w)/Cpt (1)
This ratio is calculated with equation 1, where Commt(p)(w) determines the time of communicating a tile for a
specific link and Cpt is the time to compute one tile. An example is illustrated in Figure 7, where the different ratios
have been evaluated using a double quad core cluster and a heat transfer application 3. In this case, the multi-core
architecture contains four communication levels and we can see the differences between each ratio.
Therefore, we have to calculate the ratio for each communication with the aim of finding the biggest computation
and communication ratio, which will determine the slowest communication path. This characterization process has
3Bidimensional Heat Transfer application is an SPMD application with four communication neighbors
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to be done in a controlled and monitored manner. The highest ratio value found will delimit an iteration of an SPMD
application. Then, this value should be considered, when we will evaluate the analytical model to calculate the ST
size and the ideal number of core necessary to meet the objectives stated.
Finally, the last set of parameters are defined by the programmer (performance requirements). In this sense, the
users have to define the efficiency threshold which will be taken into consideration for the execution on the multi-core
architecture. The efficiency is defined with the variable e f f ic which is an entry parameter to the model and it is
considered as a constraint.
4.2. Tile distribution model
The objective of this phase is to find the ideal size of the ST which allows us to achieve the maximum speedup,
while the efficiency is maintained over a defined efficiency threshold. To calculate this value, we have to start analyzing
the behavior of an SPMD application using an overlapping strategy, which is summarized in equation 2. The first part
of equation 2 is integrated by the edge computation time, which is represented using the Edgecomp(i) variable and
then is executed together with the overlapping part between the internal computation (IntComp(i)) and the edge tile
communication time (EdgeComm(i)). This process will be repeated for a set of iteration iter. The variables q and i
are also defined, where q determines the number of specific iterations inside the SPMD application execution and the
i establishes the number of a specific core inside the multi-core environment.
Texi =
∑iter
q=1(EdgeComp(i) + Max
{
IntComp(i)
Edgecomm(i)
}
) (2)
The values of IntComp(i), EdgeComp(i) and EdgeComm(i) are in function of the variable K as can be observed in
equations 4, 5 and 6 respectively. This value of K represents the nth root of the optimal ST size and n determines the
dimension of the problem. This value n ranges from 1 until 3, depending on the SPMD application.
S T = Kn (3)
IntComp(i) = (K − 2)n ∗Cpt (4)
EdgeComp(i) = (S T − (K − 2)n) ∗Cpt (5)
Edgecomm(i) = K
n−1 ∗ Max(Commt(p)(w)) (6)
To calculate the model, we have to find the maximum communications timeMax(Commt(p)(w)) using the maximum
value of the λ(p)(w) ratio (Eq. 1) obtained in the characterization phase. This values defines the slowest communication
path on the multi-core architecture. Once obtained, we can use this value on equation 6 with the aim of calculating
the edge communication time. The sum of the computational time of the edge and the internal computation represent
the total computational time of the region of Kn, which is assigned to each core. In this sense, it is important to state
that the model is applied only for the communication exchanging part of the SPMD application.
In order to calculate the ST size, we need to determine the value of K. To obtain this value, we start from the
overlapping strategy, between internal tile computation and the edge tile communication (Eq. 2). This part of the code
is where the application lost efficiency due to the communications overhead, which we wish to improve. However, we
can define a correct value of K, in which the edge communication times are completely overlapped. This can be done
equalizing both equations’ internal computation time (Eq. 4) and edge communication time (Eq. 6). However, the
edge communication equation is in function of the communication time, while the internal computation is in function
of the tile computation time. For this reason, we need to equalize both equation in function of Cpt in order to find
a solution for K. This can be done using equation 1, where we can substitute the communication tile using λ(p)(w)
multiplied by computational time Cpt of a tile. Then, both equations in function of Cpt are shown in the inequality 7.
K(n−1) ∗ Max(λ(p)(w) ∗Cpt) >= ((K − 2)n ∗Cpt)/e f f ic (7)
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However, in this inequality 7, we have to include the efficiency threshold, which is a constraint of the model. This
inequality means that we can allow that EdgeComm(i)has a bigger execution time than IntComp(i), but considering
that these differences should be less than the maximum inefficiency allowed by the efficiency threshold. In this case,
we have included a second restriction that defines this scenario (Eq. 8), where the efficiency value of the system must
be around 100% due to the communication being overlapped by computation.
K(n−1) ∗ Max(λ(p)(w) ∗Cpt) <= ((K − 2)n ∗Cpt) (8)
Then, we have to calculate the value of K from inequality 7, which represents the conditions of our objectives.
This is performed makingthis inequality 7 equal to zero, with the aim of obtaining an equation of first, second, third
degree depending on the dimension of the SPMD applications (Eq. 9). Once we have solved the equation according
to the degree of the application and we have obtained the value of K, we have to evaluate the possible solutions of K
using the inequalities 7 and 8 with the objective of validating that the values found accomplish the constraints defined
in the model.
((K − 2)n ∗Cpt) − (K(n−1) ∗ Max(λ(p)(w) ∗Cpt)) = 0 (9)
Until this point, we can calculate the ideal ST size using the equation 3. Subsequently, we need to know the ideal
number of cores Ncores that allows us to have maximum speedup under a defined efficiency. In this case, we divide
the problem size defined as Mn and we divide between the Kn that represents the ideal size of the ST (Eq. 10). This
number of cores determines the inflection point until the application has a strong scalability with a defined efficiency.
Ncores = Mn/Kn (10)
In the case of weak scalability, we have to increase the problem size using the same proportion of the ST in order
to maintain the execution time constant. This increment can be achieved using equation 10, where the problem size
can be increased using the Ncore variable and a fix K value (Eq. 11).
M =
n
√
Ncores ∗ K (11)
K =
n
√
M(n)/Ncores (12)
Finally, we can determine the theoretical behavior of the SPMD application for a lower number of cores that the
optimal calculated with our model and predict its behavior. Equation 12 calculates the new values of K for a different
number of core given with the objective of determining the execution time (Eq. 2) and calculating the speedup and
efficiency for these values. This calculation is possible due to the deterministic behavior of SPMD applications.
4.3. Mapping phase
Once the distribution model has been analyzed, the next step is to map the ST into the multi-core architecture. For
this reason, the ST assignations are made applying a core affinity, which allows us to allocate a set of tiles according
to the policy of minimizing the communications latencies. This core affinity permits us to determine where the MPI
processes have to be allocated and how the STs have to be assigned to each core. However, the ST assignations should
maintain the initial allocation used in the characterization phase, as was explained before.
The mapping phase is divided in four key points (Figure 8). The first one determines the number of MPI processes
using the number of cores obtained on the model. Next, a logical process distribution of these MPI processes, where
this logical process distribution allows the application to identify the neighbor communications. This is done using a
Cartesian topology of the processes that gives two coordinates in a grid distribution to each process. These two coor-
dinates identify the cores, in which the processes have to be allocated. Moreover, we can coordinate the scheduling
order with the objective of minimizing the saturation of the links. Figure 8 shows an example of distribution of MPI
processes using an application with four communications patterns and two dimensions. Each ST is assigned to its
respective core and we can detail that some ST may have a different number of border communications, depending
on the allocation inside the logical distribution. We can also observe the communication times that depend on the
location of the ST within the multi-core architecture.
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Figure 8: Mapping of SPMD applications on multi-core
The third function of the mapping phase is to apply the core affinity, where STs will be assigned to the execution
cores. This process is performed with the aim of associating the logical distribution and the physical multi-core
architecture. This process is beneficial in that SPMD applications are mapped in a better manner according to the
machine characteristics, minimizing the communications performed using the slowest communication path.
The last part is the division and distribution of the STs into the architecture. Once the coordinates of the cores
are obtained, the mapping has to divide the tiles in order to create the ST. This division is performed considering the
value of K obtained by the analytical model. It is important to understand that an incorrect distribution of the tiles can
generate different application behaviors, as was explained before.
4.4. Scheduling phase
This scheduling phase is responsible for determining the execution order and controlling the overlapping process.
In order to achieve an efficient execution of SPMD applications, we have to determine the execution order of tiles
respecting the conditions evaluated into the model. In this sense, we have to assign a execution priority to each tile
that allows us to apply the overlapping strategy with the aim of minimizing the communication effects.
The execution priority assignment is a process which allows us to identify the execution tile inside the application.
This process establishes the highest priorities for tiles which have communications through slower paths. These
assignments have the following policies: tiles with external communications are selected with priority 1 and these
edge tiles are saved in buffers with the aim of executing these tiles first (these buffers are updated in all iterations).
The second assignation is made for internal tiles which are overlapped with the edge communications, these being
assigned with priority 2. These internal tiles are executed while the edge communication are performed. An example
can be detailed in Figure 9, where the distinction between internal and edge tiles using the priorities can be evidenced.
Then, we can apply the overlapping strategy, which allows us to hide the communication effects. In this sense,
Figure 9 illustrates the overlapping strategy applied where the internal tiles computation and the edge tiles commu-
nication are performed at the same time. As can be detailed in the figure, the iteration of the SPMD application is
delimited by the slowest communication links. However, the analytical model consider for the calculation the worst
case. The assignation of a ST to each core allows us to balance all execution cores.
Although some cores can present different communication times, this does not mean that we have to calculate
one value of K to each core. On the contrary, we have to determine only considers the worst case for the calculation.
This case will limit the iteration of the application. The objective of STs is that all core finish approximately at the
same time, allowing us to synchronize the execution. For the implementation of the overlapping process, we have
used two threads, one of them is to perform the internal computation and the other is to manage the asynchronous
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Figure 9: Scheduling of SPMD applications on multi-core
communications. These threads are opened once the edge computations have been computed and then are opened
until they finish the iteration.
5. Experimental Validation
In order to evaluate the analytical model and the effectiveness of the methodology when we are executing SPMD
applications on multi-core cluster, we validated using diverse multi-core environments and a set of parallel scientific
applications designed using MPI. In this sense, our experiments were conducted on four different multi-core cluster
configurations. A summary of these cluster’s characteristics can be detailed in table 1. The first three were used to test
the effectiveness of the method and the last Juropa 4 cluster has been used to evaluate the maximum weak and strong
scalability under a defined efficiency.
Table 1: Multi-core Cluster Architecture
Cluster Nodes Cores/node Processor Type Memory Network
Cluster A 32 4 2xDual-Core 5150 Intel Xeon, 2.66GHz 4MB cache L2,12 GB RAM GigaEthernet
Cluster B 8 8 2xQuadCore E5430 Intel Xeon,2.66GHz 6MB shared L2 each 2 cores, 16GB RAM GigaEthernet
Cluster C 8 2 Dual Core Processor 3800+ 2GHz 512KB cache L2, 2 GB RAM GigaEthernet
JUROPA 2208 8 2xQuad-Core X5570 Intel Xeon 2.93Ghz 8MB cache L2, 24 GB RAM Infiniband
In addition, this methodology has been validated with a different set of benchmarks and applications and for this
case the methodology has been validated using SPMD applications with different communication patterns. The ap-
plications used to validate the method were a Heat Transfer, Wave Equation, Laplace Equation for elliptical problems
and two fluid dynamics applications, which are all integrated in the MPlab suite (LL-2D-STD-MPI and ZSC-2D-
STD-MPI applications). The first three applications will be used to validate the methodology phases and the other
two applications will be employed to verify the combination between scalability and efficiency. Moreover, all these
applications accomplish the main characteristics defined before (local, regular and static) and they integrate a four
bidirectional communication pattern.
5.1. Characterization phase evaluation
This characterization allows us to obtain real values of tiles executed on a specific multi-core architecture. In
this sense, Figures 10(a) , 10(b) and 10(c) illustrate the application’s analysis done in the characterization phase
4A large scale system located in the Julich Supercomputing Center, Germany, it was included on the top500 list position 10 in June of 2009
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for three different applications which calculate the finite difference, heat transfer, Laplace and wave equation. The
characterization is mainly focused on finding the ratio between computation and communication of a tile inside the
multi-core architecture in order to apply the analytical model to determine the ideal size of the ST. Under this focus,
figures 10(a), 10(b) and 10(c) show the behavior of a tile among the different communication paths and the tile
computation in each cluster.
(a) Wave Equation Application (b) Laplace Equation Application
(c) Heat Transfer Application (d) Computation Analysis of Heat transfer
app using Cluster B
Figure 10: Computation and communication time of a tile on different multi-core clusters.
As we can observe, these times have variations depending on the clusters’ composition and the application objec-
tive. These differences enable us to design strategies for allocating more tiles and permit us to eliminate the delays
generated by tiles communication for improving the application efficiency. We can also find different cluster compo-
sitions that can present diverse communication architectures. For example, cluster B has four communication links,
while Cluster C has 2 communication links. The number of paths depends on the multi-core architecture itself.
Once we have detected the communication paths and their delays, we have to find the execution time of a tile
in the multi-core architecture. This value is found using a defined problem size but using different number of cores.
Consequently, the number of tiles by core (ST) decrease when we are increasing the number of cores. This analysis is
done in order to evaluate the impact of the cache effects on the execution time of a tile. As we can detailed in Figure
10(d), the computation time was measured for all applications using a defined problem of 9500x9500 on Cluster B
using from 2 until 32 cores. We can also observe that differences between tiles are very small with a standard deviation
of around 8.5 E-11 Sec. This number is very low to affect the computation time and the precision of the model. For
this reason, we have calculated the computational time using the mean of these executions and for this specific case
we obtained a value for a tile of 2.105 E-8, which is the value used in the model for the calculation. It is important to
remark that this characterization process is done only once, while the application has not been modified.
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Table 2: Tile Distribution Model
Application Problem Size Desired Effic (%) Cpt (Sec) CommT (Sec) λ K Ncores Cluster
Laplace Equation 6250x6250 80% 4.2E−8 4.06E−5 966.6 777 64 Cluster A
LL-2D-STD-MPI 1950x1950 95% 2.41E−7 6.07E−5 251.8 243 64 Cluster A
Heat Transfer 9500x9500 85% 2.1E−8 5.85E−5 2785.7 2372 16 Cluster B
Wave Equation 1100x1100 90% 1.25E−7 5.31E−5 424.8 386 8 Cluster C
5.2. Tile distribution model calculation
A summary of the characterization process is shown in table 2, where the characterization values of computation
(Cpt) and slowest communication (Commt) time of a tile, problem size, desired efficiency are illustrated. Then, we
have to calculate the ideal size of the ST and the ideal number of core that allow us to achieve the maximum speedup
with a defined efficiency 5. In this sense, we can observe in table 2 the theoretical values obtained for both K and
NCores, where the possible solution of K and Ncores represent the minimum value that maintain the efficiency over
the defined threshold. This solution is evaluated in order to obtain the overlap grade between internal computation
and edge communication time. Both times have to be as close as possible with the objective of obtaining an ideal. At
this point we can calculate the theoretical computation time for the application and we can also start to understand
how the application can grow in order to maintain the performance.
5.3. Performance analysis: Efficiency and Speedup
To develop our performance analysis, we executed SPMD applications but making a comparison between the
theoretical value obtained with the model and the real executions for both applications with and without using our
methodology. An example is illustrated in Figure 11(b), where we can observe the efficiency behavior of a heat transfer
application executed with 100 iterations on Cluster B.This Figure 11(b) illustrates a considerable improvement in
terms of efficiency of around 39.72 % in the ideal point calculated. This improvement is calculated dividing the
efficiency obtained using the efficiency valued obtained with the method between the application efficiency obtained
without applying the method. This improvement is obtained when we use the ideal number of cores obtained by our
model and applying the methodology (see table 2).
Another important aspect to highlight is the error rate. In this sense, the error rate is lower than 3% between
the efficiency obtained and the theoretical efficiency defined. This value is achieved when we execute with the ideal
number of cores calculated through the proposed model. Similarly, Figure 11(a) shows the behavior of efficiency and
speedup of a benchmark of the mplab suite LL-2S-STD-MPI on the Cluster A. In this case, the error rate is lower than
2% for the ideal point. Similarly, Figure 11(c) shows the behavior of a Wave application on Cluster C. The number
of cores that make a tradeoff between the efficiency and maximum speedup is the number of core calculated by the
model with an error rate of 4.9%.
In addition, we can detail in Figures 11(a), 11(b) and 11(c) that performance deteriorates considerably after the
point calculated by our model in the version using our method. In all Figure, we can also observe the behavior of the
application using different number of core before and after of the ideal point of K. These points can be calculated
using the equation 12, where we have to insert a specific number of cores and the problem size M. At the end, the
model will return the K value for this specific scenario and then the execution time.
In this case, we can predict due to the fact that the application behaves as a computation bound behavior. However
after the ideal point calculated with the model, the edge communication time begins to affect considerably. Con-
sequently, we lose the determinist level inside the application due to the communication congestion. In this sense,
performance after the ideal point will worsen and we cannot predict after that point. As we can observe in all cases, we
have achieved our main objective of finding the maximum speedup while the efficiency is maintained over a defined
efficiency threshold.
5.4. Strong and weak scalability evaluation
The results presented in this subsection are related to strong and weak scalability. In the first case (strong scal-
ability), we maintain the problem size as fixed and we increase the number of cores. In this case, the speedup has
5The problem size used in table 2 were selected in order to have a integer value for the number of core and also considering the size of the
multi-core architecture that we used to test the model
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to grow roughly linear. For this test, we have used a big cluster called Juropa and two applications from the suite
mplabs LL-2D-STD-MPI and ZSC-2D-STD-MPI. Both versions are two dimensional problems and they accomplish
the characteristics defined as local, regular and static.
(a) LL-2D-STD-MPI on Cluster A (b) Heat Transfer Application on Cluster B
(c) Wave Application on Cluster C
Figure 11: Performance Analysis of SPMD applications on Multi-core clusters
However, these applications have to be analyzed carefully due to the LL-2D-STD-MPI being integrated by 3 main
modules: prestream, stream and poststream. However, these applications have a behavior which can be found in many
real applications where the exchanging areas (where the method can be applied) could be portions of the complete
application. In this case, we will only measure the impact and improvements of these computational segments.
Hence, the prestream and poststream are computation functions, where they do not have any communication.
However, the stream part integrates the communication exchanging process between neighboring tiles. An example
of this decomposition is illustrated in Figure 12(a), where we can observe the impact of each function and the effect
over the execution time. This example shows the relationship for a defined problem size of 2000x2000 using 1000
iterations (size that will be used for both applications). As can be detailed, the functions prestream and poststream
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(a) Execution percentage of each function (b) Descomposition function stream
Figure 12: LL-2D-STD-MPI application characterization on Juropa cluster
maintain the same proportion of the execution time, while the stream begins to increase due to the communications
effects. The communication starts to introduce a strong impact over the execution. The communication in this case is
around 53% of the total execution time when we are using more than 256 cores (Figure 12(b)).
(a) Execution percentage of each function (b) Descomposition function stream
Figure 13: ZSC-2D-STD-MPI application characterization on Juropa cluster
Another example is illustrated in Figure 13, where the ZSC-2D-STD-MPI application is analyzed, which inte-
grates two exchanging functions called collision and stream (Figure 13(a)). Both functions increase the inefficiency,
while the number of cores is increased due to its communications exchanges. In this case, the impact of communi-
cation is increased while the number of cores is expanded (Figure 13(b)), where half of the time, the application is
communicating when executing with 256 cores.
Table 3: Characterization and Tile Distribution Model
Application Problem Size Desired Effic (%) Cpt (Sec) CommT (Sec) λ K Ncores Cluster
LL-2D-STD-MPI 7200x7200 90% 1.58E−7 5.51E−5 348.73 318 513 Juropa
ZSC-2D-STD-MPI 7015x7015 95% 1.24E−7 1.97E−5 158.87 155 2048 Juropa
As we can observe, these SPMD applications have the exchanging behavior in which we can apply partially our
method. For this reason, we have characterized the application and we have defined a problem size in order to evaluate
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(a) LL-2D-STD-MPI Application (b) ZSC-2D-STD-MPI Application
Figure 14: Strong scalability analysis
strong scalability. A summary of the characterization and the values obtained on the model can be found in table 3,
where we can see the value of computational and communication time of a tile. Using these values, we have analyzed
the scalability and efficiency of both applications. These have been performed evaluating the speedup and efficiency
parameters using and not using our method, with the aim of evaluating the improvements obtained using our method.
We also calculated the theoretical behavior of applications according to the overlapping strategy between internal
computation and the edge communication defined in our method.
Figure 15: Weak scalability analysis
Then, we have selected a problem size and we have defined an efficiency threshold. Both values can be detailed in
table 3 and are used to calculate the ideal number of cores and the ideal K size, which make the tradeoff between the
efficiency and speedup. Two examples are shown in Figure 14(a) and 14(b), where we have defined a problem size fix
and we have increased the number of cores. In this case, we can observe that the best tradeoff between efficiency and
speedup are close to the point calculated through the model with an error rate lower than 4% for both applications.
Another analysis is carried out using the weak scalability concept, in which we expand the problem size and the
number of cores maintaining the execution time constant. In this sense, we have considered the initial value for the
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LL-2D-STD-MPI application (table 3). In this case, the ideal value of the ST is 318squared. Therefore, if we wish to
obtain a constant execution time when we increase the number of cores and the problem size, we have to create the
same amount of ST as execution cores in order to assign one ST per core and also, each ST has maintained the same
size calculated through the model, with the aim of maintaining the overlapping strategy and thus, we can maintain
the performance of the system. Then, Figure 15 shows an example of increasing the problem size and the number of
cores proportionally to the ST size and the results illustrate how the execution time is approximately maintained with
a small error with the worst case of 5%. This is clearly demonstrated with the values of table in Figure 15. In this case,
the efficiency ranges between (+/-) 4% of the efficiency threshold defined, depending on the number of core used. It
is important to remark that for this analysis we have growth in the problem size using two directions X and Y. This is
because we have to create a logical MPI process mesh as was explained in the mapping step. In this sense, DivX and
DivY define the number of process in dimension X and Y and the problem size has to be increased considering these
two values and also the ST size.
As can be detailed in this experimental validation, our method can address the two initial targets of finding the
ideal number of core that make a tradeoff between efficiency and speedup, and also, we can find the ideal ST which
has to be used in order to increase the problem size and maintain the application performance. This phenomenon is
motivated by the fact that the ST is created under the consideration of the overlapping strategy and the main objective
of this strategy is to hide the effects of communications and therefore increase the performance of the application. It
is possible to apply this method due to the deterministic behavior of the SPMD applications.
6. Conclusion and Open lines
This paper has presented a methodology for efficient execution of SPMD application on multi-core cluster. This
method is based on characterization, tile distribution model, mapping strategy and scheduling policy. Our method-
ology is focused on determining the ideal number of tiles analytically, which have to be assigned to each ST, and
it also determines the ideal number of core which maintains the execution efficiency. This is performed using an
efficient way to manage the hierarchical communication architecture presented on multi-core clusters. This work also
addresses how we can combine the efficiency and the strong and weak scalability in parallel applications. In this sense,
using our method, we can observe how the SPMD applications with some specific characteristics can behave with a
specific problem size while the number of cores is incremented. This is the main purpose of finding the maximum
point that allows the SPMD application to scale linearly. On the other hand, if the problem size is increased according
to the relationship of the ST, we can maintain a linear speedup when the numbers of cores are increased.
This methodology allows us to execute SPMD applications efficiently on multi-core clusters and this has been
validated with the experimental evaluations. The SPMD application speedups reached the maximum level when the
application efficiencies were around a defined threshold. Experimental evaluation makes it clear that in order to
achieve a better performance in SPMD applications, we have to manage the communication heterogeneities. For
this reason, our methodology evaluates the environment through the characterization phase and we apply our model
with real values of the multi-core architecture. Then, the mapping manages the set of tiles necessary for each core
according to the communication links and these tiles are divided into internal and edge tiles. Then, the scheduling
allows us to design an overlapping method where internal tiles are overlapped with edge communication and using a
tile execution priority method.
Finally, the examples described in the performance evaluation have shown that using the ST size and the number
of core obtained through the analytical model, we can obtain the maximum strong scalability point with a small error
which can vary between (+/-) 5% depending on the SPMD application tested and the multi-core system used. More-
over, the weak scalability analysis has demonstrated that if we increase the problem size according to the relationship
of the ST size, we can maintain the efficiency and speedup conditions. In this sense, the weak scalability allows us to
determine the ideal problem size for a specific number of cores, that is, our method seeks that the application can be
adapted as well as possible to the parallel environment with the aim of obtaining a linear scalability.
The next open lines to this method are addressed in two directions, in adapting the method to execute in het-
erogeneous computation multi-core clusters and the second approach will be focused on the execution of SPMD
applications efficiently on a Graphics processing Unit (GPU).
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